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Abstract
A key function of mastering a commercial record is in aligning the perceived level, i.e. the loudness, of tracks so that they sit
cohesively to form a complete artefact. There are a number of well documented challenges when aligning the loudness of tracks
in mastering and these challenges are intensified considerably when the audio material covers a number of genres and record
production methods. Furthermore, the emergence of ‘The Loudness War’, where record labels strive to present the loudest
possible audio in order to gain a commercial advantage, can bring additional issues and challenges when mastering a record.
This paper looks at a novel case study which highlights a number of challenges and considerations when mastering a multi-genre
compilation album. The case study material is the album ‘Devotion’ by the Mediaeval Baebes, which contains songs produced
over a number of years and utilising numerous producers, engineers and recording locations. The compilation also covers a
number of musical genres and instrumentation, including a capella choir recordings, simple acoustic renditions and complex rock
tracks.
The impact of the loudness war is two-fold in this instance. Firstly, there is a desire to maintain a commercially competitive level in
the finished master; the record label desire the album to be considered as loud as comparable commercial releases. Secondly,
the compilation tracks have been produced over a number of years, through different periods of the emerging loudness war, and
so the dynamic structures of the songs vary considerably more than could be expected of a standard studio album. Furthermore,
some compilation tracks have been poorly archived and are no longer available in their pre-mastered form, so some songs have
seen considerable dynamic range processing prior to delivery to the mastering engineer.
Throughout the discussion of this case study, a number of issues relating to the loudness war, dynamics processing, and music
production techniques in general are discussed. For example, the use of limiting on a capella vocals is shown to yield extremely
obvious distortion artefacts, leading to a discussion of how dynamics processing could be better employed at the mixing stage if
loudness maximising is desired. This brings an evaluation of the tools and metering requirements at the mixing and mastering
stages and potentially leads to new concepts for dynamic range processing and analysis in record production. Equally the use of
volume automation on master tracks is compared to similar techniques relying on dynamic range compression and limiting. This
paper therefore explores a unique aspect of mastering which is rarely discussed in an academic or educational context and
relates those findings to the loudness war and specific processes in the music production chain. Novel strategies of dynamic
control for maximising loudness while maintaining low distortion levels are also presented.
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Compilation Albums

•
•
•
•
•
•

Artist’s greatest hits
Annual best of collection
Genre specific compilations
Movie soundtracks
Festive albums
Box sets, b-sides and lost demos

Key issues when mastering a compilation album
• One artist or different artists?
• One or many genres?
• Over how many years?
• Format of original mixes?
• Quality and suitability of original mixes?
• Different studios, production techniques?

www.mediaevalbaebes.com

• Formed in 1996 and signed to Virgin Records
• Held number 1 position in the classical charts
• Recorded 8 studio albums
• Undrentide (2000) produced by John Cale
• Album 9 to be released in November 2013
Style / genre:
Classical, mediaeval, folk, a capella, rock, gothic

Mediaeval Baebes – Devotion Compilation

(pre-mastered files)

Mediaeval Baebes – Devotion
Released 23rd November 2012

http://www.mediaevalbaebes.com

Achieving a Consistent Level across Tracks
How do we measure perceived level or ‘loudness’?
Peak or average, how do our ears judge loudness?
Over the whole song or just the loudest parts?
If dynamic, over what time period?
Frequency weighting?
Metering:
Peak
RMS
Crest factor
EBU R128/BS1770
DR

Pre-mastered files
Crest Factor = RMS – Peak
All values in dBFS

Achieving a consistent level:
Turn the loud track down and use
and expander?

Turn the quiet track up and use a
compressor?

Use volume automation?
Aim for a consistent loudness, or should some songs be louder than others?

Aim for a consistent vocal level, or does this leave the listener dissatisfied
when the content covers multiple genres?

Compressing the quiet track and raising its level…

Set limiter threshold here to
release up to 10 dB of headroom

But
• beware of clearly obvious distortion, especially on a capella
• generates unnatural breaths
• increased background noise

Couldn’t this have been better managed at the mixing stage?

Harmonic and Intermodulation Distortion

Odd harmonic distortion components are generated for pure sine wave

Harmonic and Intermodulation Distortion

Distortion components are not harmonic for mixed or complex signals

Is it better to compress before mixing or after mixing?

Bus
compression

Source
compression

Is it better to compress before or after summation?
Take two sine waves at 200 Hz and 300 Hz
Compress before mixing

Compress after mixing

YouTube Demo Video

Experimental design:
•

Fast acting compressor algorithm built in Matlab

•

Evaluate levels of THD and IMD for varying threshold at fixed ratio, for both
bus and source compression techniques

Distortion Levels: Bus vs Source Compression

Results for a fixed
compressor ratio of 2:1
For 8 summed sine waves

What does this tell us?
• Source compression generally yields less distortion
• Very low and very high thresholds yield less distortion for fixed ratio

Volume automation
Raising the loudness of the quiet track using volume automation

Combined with low threshold and low ratio compression

Mediaeval Baebes – Devotion
The final master

Mediaeval Baebes – Devotion
The final master
stats

Conclusions
•

Compilation albums bring a significant challenge for mastering, but demand is
on the increase

•

The loudness war has increased the complexity, especially for ‘best of’
albums spanning a number of years and multiple production techniques

•

Methods for dynamic range analysis are still to be developed for accurately
representing and evaluating the ‘loudness’ of commercial music – DR and
R128 are close, but not good enough and are not based on rigorous research

•

Dynamic range should be considered at the mixing stage, but the tools to do
this do not currently exist and mixers are, on the whole, less expert

•

Dynamic range compression is an essential and valuable tool in music
production, but always generates harmonic and inharmonic distortion
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